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Double recorders 
 

A flat piece of wood (no lathe needed) with two combined recorders which can be played 
together or separately: that in short is a double recorder, or with its French name: a flûte 
d’accord (in German: Doppelblockflöte). On instruments that I have seen and played, the 
two pipes sounded a minor or major third apart. Which means that the maker had to find a 
solution for a problem: how to design the two pipes (with different lengths) with both sets 
of the fingerholes next to each other: each pair of holes must be covered by one finger. 

 

 
Double recorder by Michiel Parent, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, Inv. No. no. BK-NM-085. 

 

I came across double recorders in my research into Dutch woodwind instruments. One of 
the old makers stood apart: Michiel Parent (1663-1710), who lived in Amsterdam. Not only 
d id  several double recorders with his stamp survive, but he claimed also that he was the 
inventor of that instrument. In 1692, an advertisement was published in the Amsterdamse 
Courant: 'Michiel Parent, Musician and Maker of recorders, announces to all music-lovers 
that he has devised and invented two combined recorders, the likes of which have never 
been seen and on which two different parts can be played simultaneously; Cloveniers Burg- 
wal near Half-Moon Bridge, directly opposite the Cloveniers Doelen, in the Vergulde Bas- 
son (Gilded Bassoon), Amsterdam.' 
   But was Parent indeed the inventor of the double recorder? He was surely not the only 
maker. There is a report from the musical instrument museum in Leipzig of a double 
recorder (lost in World War Two) inscribed Ioannes Maria Anciutus fecit 1713. Anciuti, 
who worked in Milan between 1709 and 1740, also made two ivory double recorders, which 
are kept in the Musée de la Musique in Paris. Bruce Haynes, who played one of these in- 
struments, told me that the pitches of the left and right bores of this double recorder (inven- 
tory no. E. 106, see photo next page), differed by a major third. Anciuti could have been 
inspired by Parent (it was surely not the other way round), but I don’t think so: there has 
also been a tradition of making double recorders in Southern Germany. 



 

 
  

 

Pictures (all from the MIMO website): 
Left: double recorder by Anciuti (Milan), in ivory stamped with his name and the year 
1722, Musée de la Musiqe, Paris (Inv. No. E.106, according to Bruce Haynes in excellent 
condition).  The fingerholes are designed in a very peculiar way, with partitions. I don’t 
know how these divided holes are connected with the bores of the two pipes (I have not 
seen the instrument myself). 
Centre: double recorder by Anciuti, in boxwood, from 1733, Museum of Army Music, 
Kneller Hall, Twickenham UK (Inv. No. MAM.21) 
Right: double recorder by Walch (Berchtesgaden, Germany), 19th century, Musée de la 
Musiqe, Paris (Inv. No. E.600). 

 
An interesting detail of these three double recorders is that they have seven pairs of 
fingerholes at the front, while those made by Parent have only six (all double recorders 
have also a pair of thumb holes at the back). 
   There are more double recorders by Walch. A very similar instrument, stamped G. Walch, 
is in the Gemeentemuseum Den Haag. This instrument is also inscribed '1662', which raised 
in me some doubts: I wrote in my dissertation (see chapter 7.15, p. 315): ‘not only was there 
no flute-maker by that name active prior to 1716, but the instrument in question looks not 
as old as the date suggests.’ I found recently more information about Walch, an extended 



family of over 50 woodwindmakers in Berchtesgaden (Southern Germany) in an article by 
Hans Bruckner, ‘Die Pfeifenmacherei in Berchtesgaden’, in Tibia 2/79, p. 289-296 (1979). 
He mentions Georg Walch, born in 1690 as one of the first woodwind makers of the Walch 
family who clearly stamped his instruments. He was (indeed) active from (about) 1716, 
other members of the Walch family were making woodwind instruments during the 18th 
and far into the 19th century. 
   This information about the Walch family does not contradict the claim of Parent that he 
was the inventor of the double recorder. But there is a report of an interesting document in 
Bruckner’s article: a price list of the guild of the Pfeifenmacher (woodwind makers) from 
about 1600, on which several instruments are mentioned: Hollerpfeifen, Gelbe Musikpfei- 
fen, Gukguk, Paar Flauten and Zwergpfeifen. 
   Bruckner gives an explanation of these terms: ‘Hollerpfeifen’ are recorders without finger- 
holes, but with a movable stop to change the pitch. ‘Holler’ is ‘Holunder’: elder wood. 
‘Gelbe Musikpfeifen’ (yellow music pipes) are probably flageolets, made from boxwood. 
The term ‘Gukguk’ was not explained, but I think it might be a recorder imitating the sound 
of a cuckoo. ‘Zwergpfeifen’ (dwarf pipes) are small flutes or recorders, but the ‘Paar 
Flauten’ (paired recorders) are more interesting: they were likely double recorders, just as 
the other instruments in the price list sold in various lengths. According to Bruckner the 
difference in pitch between the left and right pipe of a double recorder was a minor third or 
a whole tone. 

 
Hans Bruckner also thinks that it is not so easy playing both pipes of a double recorder 
together; it is more likely that a player could switch between the pipes, for instance when 
you will avoid difficult fingerings when playing in awkward keys. 
That must have been the case for a double recorder which is depicted on the picture of a 

woodwind makers’ 
workshop (left). It is 
from the Ständebuch 
by Christoph Weigel, 
published in 1698, a 
book with engravings 
of trades and crafts. 
Several instruments 
are displayed in the 
foreground. One of 
those is clearly a 
double recorder, but 
with both sets of 
fingerholes so far 
apart that it is clearly 
not possible to cover 
each pair of holes 
together. 

 
The principle of the 
double recorder 
principle may well go 
back to the seven- 
teenth century. 



A painting by Hendrik Pot (ca.1580 - 
1657) in the Boymans van Beuningen 
Museum in Rotterdam called 'A Merry 
Company' (although 'The Seduction' 
would be a more appropriate title), 
shows a lady holding an instrument 
which from the top looks like a double 
recorder with two straight labia lying 
side by side. Further down, half-hidden 
by her hand, the instrument appears to 
have turned into a single recorder (with a 
strikingly large finger-hole). The picture 
(see photo for a detail) probably of a 
symbolic nature, conveying the idea of 
'two minds with but a single thought' or 
some such subject. There is of course no 
proof that an instrument like the one in 
the painting ever existed, but the basic idea of two instruments in one piece of wood was 
evidently not Parent's own invention. 

 
The double recorders of Michiel Parent and Robbert Wijne 

 
There is some confusion about the number of double recorders by Parent in museum col- 
lections. Four instruments have been identified without doubt (the numbers are from my list 
of Dutch woodwind instruments, see http://www.mcjbouterse.nl/dutch-ww-instruments/  
list-NL-instruments.pdf for the most recent information). 

Parent-2  Boers Collection, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam (Inv. No. no. BK-NM-085; 
the instrument was from 1952 to 2010 on loan to Gemeentemuseum Den 
Haag, Inv. No. MUZ-1952-x-0082 or Ea 82-x-1952). 

Parent-3  Gemeentemuseum (Kunstmuseum) Den Haag, Inv. No. MUZ-1984-0004 
(formerly Ea 4-1984) 

Parent-4 Musikinstrumentenmuseum, Berlin, Inv. no. 2832 
Parent-5 Musikinstrumentenmuseum, Berlin, Inv. no. 2833 

Two other double recorders are waiting for further research: 
Parent-6 Historisk Museum, University of Bergen, Norway (Inv. No. X 125.85 or 

B 3457). Rob van Acht, the former curator of the Gemeentemuseum Den 
Haag) told me that he was pretty sure that it was made by Michiel Parent. 

Parent-7 Gruuthusemuseum in Bruges (Brugge), Belgium (Inv. No. M35). I have 
seen this instrument myself, in the exhibition, and I was very sure that, 
although very vague*, I have seen the outlines of Parent’s marks. 

Parent-8 double recorder by Parent, sold at Sotheby’s London, November 22 1984. 
This is possibly the same instrument als Parent-3, mentioned above. 

Two further double recorders by Parent are mentioned in inventories from the 18th century. 
 
The problem with the vague maker’s marks applies to all double recorders by Parent which 
I have seen (nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7). And it is actually a rather weird situation: it is much easier 
to put a sharp stamp on a flat double recorder than on the curved surface of  other wood- 
wind instruments. But what also plays a role: these double recorders apparently had a 

http://www.mcjbouterse.nl/dutch-ww-instruments/
http://www.mcjbouterse.nl/dutch-ww-instruments/


rough life, showing ‘bruises’, scratches and wear. Where they (mis)used by children? 
That is also the case with the only other double recorder of likely Dutch origin, which I 
discovered in the collection of the Haags Gemeentemuseum: 

R.Wijne-4 Gemeentemuseum (Kunstmuseum) Den Haag, Inv. no. MUZ-1933-622 
(or Ea  622-1933). I saw the vague outline of a crown, a scroll and a double eagle, which 
are common for the instruments of Robbert Wijne (or his son Willem Wijne). And we 
know that Robbert Wijne made double recorders: a dubbelde fluyt by him was for sale at 
an auction in Middelburg in 1768. 

 

 
Double recorder by R.Wijn e and below the vague maker's marks by Parent (left, with 
fleurs-de-lis above and below the scroll ) and Wijne (right, with crown and vague scroll). 

 

  
 
Parent's and Wijne's double recorders are made of boxwood. At the top, over the entire 
width, is a short and rather steep beak. These details can be seen clearly in photographs of 
Parent's double recorders nos. 4 and 5 in Berlin (see next page). 



I don’t know whether the bores of both pipes of the double recorders by Parent are tapering 
over the whole length, or are parallel over some distance in the upper section. In Berlin, the 
bore profile was measured for me by the staff of the museum. In Den Haag, I had also no 
opportunity to take the blocks out of the bore. 

 

  
 

 
 

 
Labia, the beaks, front and backside of Parent’s double recorders in Berlin. On some of his 
instruments he drilled a hole in the lower section of the shorter pipe, to raise the pitch of 
the lowest tone. Sometimes the left pipe is the longer (and lower sounding) one, on other 
instruments is that the right pipe. The colour of both instruments on the photographs is 
much too red, caused by the light source in the room of the museum where I was in 1994. 



Measurements and pitches of the double recorders 

*: The maximum bore diameter is measured at the window, the minimum diameter at the lower end of the 
bore. 
nm = not measured or not measuable; SL = ‘sounding or speaking length’, the length from the lower end of 
the pipe to the block line. 

 
 
 
 

 Length 
total 

SL 
long pipe 

SL 
short pipe 

bore 
(Ømax/min) 
long pipe* 

bore 
(Ømax/min) 
short pipe* 

Parent-no. 2: ca. 358 326.5 304.5 ca. 9.0 ca. 9 
Parent-no. 3: nm 327 305 nm/9.0 nm/ ca. 9.4 
Parent-no. 4: 357 324 302 17.7/8.5 13.8/8.8 
Parent-no. 5: 350 325 300.5 17.9/9.0 14.8/7.4 
Parent-no. 6: 356 nm nm nm nm 
Parent-no. 7: 353 318 295 nm/9.2 nm/7.3 
R. Wijne-no. 4: 298 278 255.5 13.5/8.2 11.8/7.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Playing the two double recorders in Berlin gave us two surprises. The first was that the 
short (but narrower) left pipe easily played an octave higher up to the third octave, whereas 
the longer (and wider) pipe got no further than one octave and a fourth. This may have 
something to do with the bore of the longer pipe, which Parent reamed very wide at the top 
with a pronounced narrow profile at the bottom, the idea being that the pronounced conical 
tapering would make the total sounding length of the pipe as short as possible. Another 
striking feature of Parent's two double recorders in Berlin is that the bore of the longer pipe 
widens between holes 2 and 4 for about 60 mm, or in other words: just before the 2nd hole 
(between L c. 210 and L 275 on the graph on the next page) the bore is evidently constrict- 
ed. It seems to me that Parent has made this profile deliberately, but I can’t tell how (or 
why) he has carried out that operation - which is quite difficult to execute precisely with 
traditional tools. 
   The second surprise was that even with the same fingerings the difference in pitch in the 
two pipes was not always a minor third, but sometimes a major third. In Parent's no. 5 the 
long pipe's tone was so high (fingering: 0 1 2 3 4 5) that it was hard to tell whether it 
differed from the short pipe's. 

 
In Wijne's double recorder the difference in pitch is a minor third for all holes and finger- 
ings. With all holes closed, and in a much lower tuning, c2 and e-flat2 now sound on this 
instrument in a tuning of a-440 Hz. These tones may have been meant as d2 and f2, in a 
much lower tuning. In the latter case the fingerings in the longer of the two pipes 
correspond to a considerable extent with those of an ordinary soprano recorder in c2 and 
sopranino in f2. All of Parent's double recorders are longer than Wijne's and consequently 
sound lower. 
   The ranges and tunings of the two instruments in Berlin could be cautiously determined 
(see table at the previous page). With all holes closed (0 1 2 3 4 5 6) the short left-hand pipe 
of Parent's no. 4 sounds approximately as c2 at a-440 Hz. But as in the case of Wijne's 
instrument, this pipe is more likely to have been conceived on the basis of d2 as the lowest 
tone at a-392 Hz. With all holes closed, the other pipe sounds a minor third lower, so that 
we hear an a1 at a-440 Hz and a b1 at a-392 Hz. 



 

Fingerings and intervals on Parent’s double recorders nos. 4 and 5 
 

fingering short pipe long pipe interval 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 c2/d2* a1/b1* minor third 
0 1 2 3 4 5 d2/e2 b-flat1/c2**         major third (minor third**) 
0 1 2 3 4 e2/f#2 c2/d2 major third 
0 1 2 3 f2/g2 d2/e2 minor third 
0 1 2 g2/a e2/f#2 minor third 
0 1 a2/b2 f2/g2 major third 
0  . b-flat2/c3 g2/a2 minor third 
· .  2 c3/d3 a2/b2 minor third 
0h 1 2 3 4 5 6 c3/d3 a2/b2 minor third 
0h 1 2 3 4 5 d3/e3 b-flat2/c3 major third 
0h 1 2 3 4 e3/f#3 c3/d3 major third 
0h 1 2 3 f3/g3 d3/e3 minor third 
0h 1 2 g3/a3 not possible 
0h 1 a3/b3 not possible 
0h 1 2 . 4 a3/b3 not possible 

*: on the left of the slash the pitch is indicated on the basis of a tuning of a-440 Hz, and 
on the right of the slash on the basis of a-392 Hz. 
**: this tone is on no. 5 so high that it was hard to tell whether it was supposed to be 
b-flat1/c2 or b1/c#2; in the latter case the difference in pitch from the other pipe is a 
minor third. 

 
 

 
Bore profiles of double recorder Parent-5 (Berlin). The bore was measured from the lower 
side, by the staff of the museum. A rool was used that could detect irregular sections 
(where the bore is widening and narrowing). 

 
The bores in the short pipes are more regular, tapering with almost the same degree of 
conicity over their entire length. It is not known whether the bores in Parent's other double 
recorders are so irregular; these instruments were not subjected to a detailed internal 



inspection. The tapering of the two bores in Wijne's instrument is regular and parabolic, but 
obviously different. The parabolic bore of the shorter, left pipe is narrower, tapering to a 
greater extent at the very bottom than the bore in the longer, right pipe. 

 
 

 
R. Wijne-4: bore profiles. I measured the profiles many years ago, with the aim to get an 
impression of the shape of the profiles, and not for making a copy of this double recorder. 
For that, I have to measure it all again, but I am afraid that I will not get permission to 
take the blocks out, which is needed for that. 

 
The table with the fingerings used by the author to play Parent's two double recorders in 
Berlin shows the resulting tones, in two tunings (a-392 Hz and a-440 Hz). The table does 
not specify whether a tone was in tune of not (in deviations in cents), but both instruments 
were indeed fairly out of tune and each had its problems. In the case of no. 5, for example, 
the tones produced by most fingerings on the long pipe were somewhat higher than on the 
those on the shorter one; things were the other way round on Parent's no. 6. 
On both pipes of Parent's double recorders and Wijne's instrument the fingering for the tone 
that sounds a major third above the lowest tone on both pipes must be 0 1 2 3 4 (and an 
octave higher with Oh 1 2 3 4). These fingerings are the same as those used on traversos 
and shawms and therefore differ from those on normal recorders. 

 
There are other differences between the two double recorders in Berlin. On no. 4 the left 
pipe (seen from the player's viewpoint) is the shorter one, on no. 5 the shorter pipe is on the 
right. At the bottom of the short pipe of no. 5, on the back, there is a resonance or tuning 
hole (see photo) for correcting the lowest tone or tones. Parent's other double recorders in 
Berlin and The Hague do not have this hole, but there is one on Wijne's instrument. 
Parent's double recorders in The Hague are also constructed in mirror-image: no. 2's left 
pipe is the longer, no. 3's right pipe the shorter. The dimensions of the double recorders in 
The Hague and Bergen vary only slightly from those in Berlin, and their tunings are 
unlikely to differ much either. 

 
The design of the double recorders' bores and finger-holes is ingenious; by contrast, the 
construction of the parallel windways and short, straight labia looks somewhat rudimentary. 
Several labia on Parent’s instruments are damaged, those on the Wijne double recorder are 
coarsely cut back (the windows originally been much smaller).  The sound or other playing 



properties of these instruments 
cannot hold a candle to the supe- 
rior sopranos. Parent's two instru- 
ments in Berlin are actually so 
badly out of tune that one doubts 
whether they ever sounded much 
better. All of Parent's and Wijne's 
inspected double recorders looked 
dilapidated: their faded brown 
colour, a variety of scratches and 
their worn-down stamps are signs 
of intensive use. But even if these 
double recorders were intensively 
played, it is by no means clear 
what music was played on them in 
the 18th century. Perhaps double 
recorders were merely amusing 
toys on which two-part tunes 
could be played ('kitchen-maid 
polyphony'). 

 
To the picture left: some measu- 
rements of the double recorder 
Parent No. 2 (Rijksmuseum 
Amsterdam).  A brass ring is 
missing at the lower end of the 
instrument. W = width, Th = 
thickness of the body. I have no 
more bore measurements than an 
indication of the diameter at both 
ends of the pipes. See the graphs 
of the double recorder in Berlin 
for an impression of the likely 
profile of the bore. 

 
Some final remarks 
Double recorders are more inte- 
resting from a  technical than a 
musical point of view. And  they 
are not so easy to make (I must 
apologize that I wrote this article 
without the experience in making 
a copy of one of these recorders). 
I was also not very impressed by 
the quality of work of the instru- 
ments by Parent. Surely consider- 
ing his assertion that he was the 
inventor of the double recorder. 
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